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Mrnnnerocv
Biotite

This mineral makes up about 60 per cent of the rock. rn thin section
some garnet grains are seen to be partly rimmed by a thin coating of chlo-
rite, formed mostlyat the expense of biotite and suggesting incipient retro-
grade metamorphism. Also, a few biotite grains contain inclusions of

The following physical properties were determined on the material
analy zed: Specil ic gravity 3.21 + .01; a : 1.605 + .003, 0 : t :1.66g * .003 :
7-a: .063;  2V:0o,  or  pract ica l ly  0o,  and p leochroism pronounced,
wi th X: l ight  o l ive green,  and y:Z:very dark o l ive gree.r .  The.hem_
ical analysis is given in Table 1.

The composition of this metamorphic biotite combines some of the
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distinctive features of igneous biotites of several difierent parageneses
(Heinrich, 1946, and Nockolds, 1947). For example, the high FeO con-
tent is what one might expect to find in biotite from granitic pegmatites

or from alkalic igneous rocks, while the extremely low MnO is more
typical of biotite associated with pyroxene andf or olivine.

But it is the chlorine content of this biotite that is most noteworthy.
The highest chlorine content previously reported for the mineral is 0.24
per cent, in siderophyll ite from Brooks Mountain, Alaska (Gower, 1957,
p. 15a). Other chlorine contents reported for the mineral are:0.20 per
cent, in biotite from a qvartz monzonite at Butte, \{ontana (Weed, 1899,
pp.7a2-7a$; 0.18 per cent, in biotite from a qvartz monzonite at Rock-
vil le, Minnesota and 0.11 per cent, in biotite from St. Lawrence County,
New York (Kuroda and Sandell, 1953, pp.889,891). Kuroda and Sandell
(1953, p.889) state: "Determinations of chlorine in biotite are scarce,
but the data ar.ailable indicate that as much as 0.2 per cent is not un-
common." Correns (1956, p. 192) also points out the lack of information
on chlorine in biotites.

The high chlorine content has no apparent efiect on the optical prop-
ertit ies of the Idaho biotite. Hall (1941) has related the color of biotites
to their contents of FeO, nfgO, and TiO:. The color of the Idaho biotite
is in accord with Hall's fi.ndings. Heinrich (1946, p. 347) has graphed the
relationship between index of refraction (y) and chemical composition in
the biotite-phlogopite series. \ralues for the Idaho biotite cross at a point
almost exactly on his curve"

Garnet

Garnet, present almost exclusively as discrete euhedral grains 1-3 mm.
across, makes up about 30 per cent of the rock. In impressive contrast to
the biotite, the garnet is dirty with tiny inclusions. These are tourmaline,
zircon, possibly rutile, and grains of unidentified material.

In grains of 0.07 mm. size the garnet has a pale mauve or l i lac color
in reflected light. In transmitted light these are pale pink to colorless,
but grains of 0.15 mm. size exhibit a definite reddish hue. In addition,
the following properties were determined: Specific gravity maximum
4.24+.01, minimum 4.20+0.1, average 4.22; index of refraction maxi-
mum 1.818*.003,  min imum 1.814*.003,  average 1.816;  and uni t  ce l l
size 11.5504+.003. The MnO content was determined by C. O. Ingamells
of the University of X{innesota Rock Analysis Laboratory, to be 1.64
per cent, which is equivalent to a spessartite content of 3.8 molecular
per cent.

Fleischer (1937), in a statistical study of 57 garnet analyses, confirmed
Ford's (1915) thesis that there is a direct relationship between chemical
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composition and physical properties in the garnet group. The specific
gravity, index of refraction and unit cells size values determined for this
mineral suggest that other end member garnets (along with spessartite)
are present in molecular per cents about as follow: almandine,81 83;
pyrope, 8-10, and grossularite and andradite, 5"

Tourmaline

Tourmaline is estimated to make up less than .05 per cent of the rock.
It occurs as unzoned euhedral to subhedral grains, generally with biotite,
but in some instances included in garnet. In both cases the c axis of the
tourmaline tends to parallel the general schistosity of the rock. The
tourmaline crystals associated with biotite are fairly uniform in size, with
an average length of about 0.06 0.07 mm.; the grains included in garnet
are somewhat smaller.

The following physical properties were determined: Specific gravity:
3 .18+ .02 ;  un iax ia l ,  w i t h  o :  1 .665 ,  e :1 .635 ;  bo th  + .003 ;  o -e=  .030 ,
and pleochroism intense, from dark bluish green or black (o) to pale
reddish violet (e). Therefore the mineral must contain a high molecular
per cent of the iron tourmaline, schorlite, which one would expect in
view of the compositions of the associated minerals.

Zircon

This mineral probably comprises less than 0.1 per cent of the rock, but
the small portion recovered during fractionation work is worthy of special
note. In reflected l ight the mineral has an ash-gray color. Under the mi-
croscope most grains are 0.05-0.15 mm. Iong, and although zircon is noted
for its resistance to attack and alteration, these grains have suffered
severe corrosion and pitting; crystal faces have been completely obliter-
ated. Perhaps these zircons were originally detrital in the quartz-biotite
schist "country rock," only to be mixed with the basic dike during the
time of shearing. Thus incorporated into the original materials of the
biotite-garnet schist, they would be exposed for a time to the rigors of a
pneumatolytic environment.

Other Minerals

I,luscovite, intergrown with the biotite, probably amounts to more
than five per cent of the rock. Qlartz is only about a third as abundant
as muscovite. A few rare grains of fresh-looking sphene were encountered
during the fractionation process, but this mineral is not apparent in thin
section. Minor quantities of an unidentified yellow secondary mineral
are forming along fractures in the garnets.
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CoNcrusroNs

As mentioned above, Kuroda and Sandell (1953, p. 889) and Correns
(1956, p. 192) have pointed up the need for further determinations of

chlorine in micas. To this one might add that the presence of chlorine is

especially to be suspected when careful analysis of a mica gives a Iow

total for the oxides and fluorine, and calculations show the deficiency to

be in the (OH) group.
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